
‘More Than Blues’ Music Bookends White Paper 

Important! MP3 versions may change kit’s pieces/tracks lengths and quality. We do not 
support the MP3 file or any compression format for this reason.     
 

Instructions for using Extravagant Noise ‘Music Bookends’ 

The Matching Music Kits for ‘Music Bookends’ are extremely easy to use. The Music Bookends kits have 
short matching themes to place at the beginning and ending of a non-commercial broadcast production. 
Normally what is Included in your Music Bookend kit; is a beginning introduction kit piece, and ending 
kit piece, an optional music piece that creates a longer ending by snapping the kit piece in front of an 
ending section for longer end credits, and there is also a matching piece to use in the center of your 
production as well.  This kit has a few extras that can be added in other places of your production.  More 
Than Blues Music Bookends is ‘Royalty Free’.  This means you don’t have to pay more money later if you 
are only using the kit for your videos or podcasts.    During license purchase make sure to download your 
special license.  If you have a YouTube Channel please tell us the URL of the channel that is using this kit 
so that you are good to go! 

Please download the entire album for your kit.  

  
These kits are made to be fun. We did all of the hard work ahead of time so that you now have the 
ability to look very professional in a short amount of time! When music synchronizes to visuals, the 
music increases the overall quality 100%! Building the best track for your purposes should be fun and 
rewarding! We want you to look and sound good! Each track is able to meet ATSC A/85 Loudness 
guidelines; by simply decreasing the volume (called “gain”) by -5 dB.  Tracks can abut next to each other 
without artifacts (that annoying crunchy sound).  If you'd like the music softer, just use your track fader 
after you have made your final decisions of track/block placements.   We want you to shine above the 
crowd, and these kits have a polishing affect. Have fun while creating quality!   

Below is a list of all of the pieces that you need to downloaded: 

Piece / Track Name Length Description 

More Than Blues_A.Intro_15.sec.wav 15 seconds Simple Bass and Tenor Sax Introduction 
that has a finish 

More Than 
Blues_B.Intro_For.Extension.15.sec.wav 

15 seconds Simple Bass and Tenor Sax Introduction 
that is meant to be the first part of a 
longer piece once another piece is 
attached. 

More Than Blues_Bass Inter_01_15.sec.wav 15 seconds Solo Bass Interlude that can be 
attached to anything or play alone 



 

That’s it! 

Be sure to check our site later, we are entertaining the idea of also supplying a quick audio clean up 
service. 

Have fun! 

 

 

More Than Blues_Bass RAMPED_15.sec.wav 15 seconds The same Bass line as above, but with a 
slow fade in and fade out.  Can be used 
anywhere. 

More Than Blues_Bass.Ending_A_15.sec.wav 14 seconds A Bass Line that is intended to be 
attached to in front of an ending if 
needed.  It can also be the front end of 
any other track of this kit. 

More Than Blues_Bass.Ending_B_15.sec.wav 15 seconds A Final Ending that has two tenor saxes 
and a bass. 

More Than Blues_ Inter_02_15.sec.wav 15 seconds Just a nice little piece that can be 
placed anywhere in the body of your 
project to be a Segue.  


